The False Claims of the World Bank and IMF

By Anna Von Reitz
The attached file is a letter from Karen Hudes to officials in Japan conclusively demonstrating the
false claims being made by the World Bank and IMF against our lawful government as Secondary
Creditors of the bankrupt Territorial and Municipal United States corporations.
http://annavonreitz.com/karenhudesfalseclaims.pdf
This letter fully discloses the basis of these false claims being made by the banks and the identity of
the entity held in abeyance --- the Federal United States.
Pursuant to these false claims the IMF and World Bank have proposed to take over our government
administration and to declare the election of President Trump invalid.
Please note their appeal to "the rule of law" when it suits them, and how they totally ignore that
actual rule of law and operation of law which automatically returns delegated authority to the Donor
of that authority upon the incompetence of the agent exercising the delegated power.
They had already secretively crippled the Federal Level of the United States Government during the
Reconstruction Era, and now they planned to "vacate" both the Municipal and the Territorial Levels of
the Federal Government by consecutively bankrupting them and leaving us at their mercy.
They conveniently forgot the existence of the actual Donor of the Delegated Powers --- The United
States of America [Unincorporated]. And the "several States" of the Union Federation, too.
Imagine their amazement when we stepped forward with all our ducks in order and posted the
Indemnity Bond for all the States?
Sphincters must have closed all over the planet.
This is why we have invoked our sovereign power and called for the States to Assemble. Our country
is under attack by international banks that in fact owe us more than they can ever repay. Our
debtors have "offered" to take us over and they have attempted to bribe the rest of the world into
this criminal plot with promises to distribute our wealth and give our assets --- including all the gold
confiscated by the criminal known as Franklin Delano Roosevelt -- to whoever would support them in
their aims.
It is an interesting side note that the original "Delano" that Franklin Delano was named after, was a
drug lord in charge of Territorial United States heroin and opium trade in China.
These are the criminals --- both Democrat and Republican --- that have been running our country into
the ground for six generations.
And it is an interesting side note to China that these parasites are no friends to the Chinese
Government nor to the Chinese People, either. By moving their fraudulent "Registry" to China they

have merely involved the Chinese in a disgusting and insupportable fraud scheme which cannot bear
the light of day.
The Decree and Demand published June 6, 2018 is our acknowledgement and acceptance of our
Delegated Powers and Notice to the Trustee of the Territorial United States -- the Queen--- by the
Donor --- The United States of America [Unincorporated] that we are accepting their return of the
Delegated Powers as a result of the final bankruptcy of the Territorial United States Government.
Please also note that our objections to the presumptions of the French-backed corporation calling
itself "The Republic for the United States of America" and to the Scottish-backed entity calling itself
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (LTD.) are hereby published for cause and as Notice to the
international community and to President Trump.
The States are being Assembled to address the large back log of business including the disposition of
the commercial service contracts. Nothing is accepted or agreed to beyond a 30 day provisional quid
pro quo for any
federal service or service organization.
It is essential for all Americans to understand just how close our country has come to being
overcome by slick criminals with law degrees. It is also essential that those responsible for these
false claims and international fraud schemes to repent and honor the actual Rule of Law.
The people of these United States have suffered for 150 years under the scourge of criminal Breach
of Trust. We have been grossly misled and mis-characterized and robbed blind and kept at constant
war for the profit of these international crime syndicates and it is now time for the entire world to
wake up and be set free.
Americans -- reclaim your "reversionary trust" rights, your Good Names, and your heritage.
Everyone, worldwide, realize that we are not "those" United States. And that you have all been
targeted and robbed by these same perpetrators.
Please read the letter from Ms. Hudes posted on my website: www.annavonreitz,com and grasp the
real threat posed to our "national security".
Download it to your computers. Send copies together with this explanation. Make hard copies for
your files. Be prepared. If any flunkies of the World Bank, IMF, or SwissIndo show up at your door,
give them a copy of the Decree and Demand of June 6 and send them on their way.
And if anyone is really concerned about foreign intervention in "US" elections, see what Ms. Hudes
had to say.
Bear in mind, that because of these dishonest bankers, we are still in the process of recouping
American assets and we still don't have access to our own gold, silver, and other actual assets we
are owed. As a result, this entire operation --- the assembling of the Counties and States, the
international diplomacy, the court suits, and everything else is being funded with Cookie Jar money
from Spot, Jane, and Uncle Fred.
And in addition to all my "other duties as assigned" I am still the Paymaster:
Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652; Paypal
account: avannavon@gmail.com.
Lord knows, we've been bearing the brunt and so has Donald Trump. If you have funds you can
spare to expedite our work, pay for court fees, light bills, printer ink, travel expenses --- all these
things that volunteers who are already donating their time and expertise --- otherwise have to bear,
please help. And if not, please pray. Ask for a peaceful and just resolution. Ask for protection for all
those in the field.

And no matter what else you do, take the time to claim back your own Good Name and estate.
Protect yourselves and your families and your homes and make use of the information found on my
website, especially Article 928.
---------------------------See this article and over 1100 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com
To support this work look for the PayPal button on this website.

